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Women’s Coparcenary Rights 

By: Ragini Pal 

 

“A vibrant and independent woman is much more beautiful than a woman who waits for people 

to validate her existence.” 

Kelly McnelisSenegor 

Introduction  

Since 1950, our Constitution has guaranteed right to equality to every citizen. But for women, 

the rights have been curtailed or limited by the society. Women has always been kept beneath 

her father, husband and then under their children. They had no independent identity and always 

treated as subservient and dependent on male. Women had to fight for their rights time and 

againand to avail ‘Coparcenary Rights’ is no different. But now this ideology has changed and 

women are now gradually becoming active participantsof  thesociety. This paper includes 

dissolution of property according to Indian traditional schools, 2005 amendment and Vineeta 

Sharma v. RakeshSharma case, key points,aim of judgment and inheritance right of women 

globally. 

 

Having a shed above head had always been a basic need of a person as it leads to his own growth 

and development. In India, the property distribution majorly depends upon two systems or 

schools i.e., Mitakshara and Dayabhaga. The difference between the two are:  

 Mitakshara School is followed all over in India. Here the legal heirbecomes coparcener 

since birth andthe property dissolves either by succession or by survivorship. As in case 

of Joint Hindu Family, males who survive only become coparceners.  

 On the other hand Dayabhagais primarily followed in West Bengal, Tripura and in some 

parts of Orissa.Here the property dissolves only by succession. And not by birth of either 

it is son or daughter.The property is divided during their father’s lifetime. 

Besides this, the women had no such right on propertybecause in such cases the women were 

given property only for their maintenance (if separated or widow) or as guardians for their minor 

or unsound children. Even in case of death of husband, the property is divided according to 

classes (Section 8 of Hindu Succession Act) i.e., firstly relatives then to parents, widow, son and 

daughter respectively. 

The concept of ‘Women’s Coparcenary Rights’ changed immensely in 2005 as where daughters 

were given limited right to claim their property or if her ancestor passes away intestate. This 

amendment somewhere gave women’s right to inheritance and to become coparceners as son. 

This amendment focused on Section 6 and 23 of Hindu Succession Act, 1956. As it discriminates 
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daughter on the ground of gender and violating her fundamental right of equality guaranteed 

under Indian Constitution.  

The Law Commission of India had played a pivotal role in abolishing Provision 23 of the Act 

and recommended in its 174th Report “Property Rights of Women: Proposed reform under 

Hindu Law”. As Section 23 of the act discriminates women on the basis of gender by disentitles 

female Hindus to ask for partition in dwelling house owned wholly by Joint Hindu Family until 

male member agrees or chooses her to be part of it and sharing their respective share with her. 

The aforesaid amendment was enforced on September 9, 2005. But a proviso was added with it 

i.e., the women cannot claim her property rights where the property is already dissolved prior to 

December 20, 2004. 

 

In the early beginning of the preceding month i.e., August 11, 2020, thethree Judges bench 

oftheApexCourtArun Mishra, S. Abdul Nazeer and M.R. Shah in the case of Vineeta Sharma V. 

RakeshSharmaheld that “a daughter is a coparcener by birth and that whether the father had 

died prior to or was alive on the date of the amendment was irrelevant” and it would have 

retrospective effect. Which means that a daughter has same rights as  ason for inheritance.  “It is 

the factum of birth of the daughter that gave her coparcenary rights.It is irrelevant when daughter 

is born,as devolution of property is a later stage which occurs as a consequence of death of a 

coparcener”.“Once a daughter, always a daughter.” 

The aforesaid judgment has removed all the misperception and conflicting decisions created in 

previous two judgments dealt relating similar issue. In the2016 Supreme Court case of 

Prakash& Others V. Phulavati&Others, two bench judge introduced two standards for 

application of 2005 amendment. These were: restriction on reopening of partition, if took before 

December 20, 2004, and the other was that the ancestor should be living when amendment 

enforced. Which means that the father should be alive when amendment enforced according to 

second clause neither Section 6 of the Hindu Succession Act,1956 would be applied (dissolving 

coparcenary property of a person who died intestate).  

The court hasoverruled this judgmentand held that it is unnecessary that father or owner of 

property should be living as on September 9, 2005. It is undoubtedly that women’s coparcenary 

right  now falls under the category of unobstructed heritage as daughters have coparcenary right 

by birth and no objection would be raised on acquisition on existence of owner of property.  

However, the Supreme Court in the case of Danamma v. Amar, 2018 held that daughter is 

entitled for inheritance even if father passed away before September 9, 2005 and even if the 

dispute is still pending before the court. 

The present court has comprised aforesaid decision’s extent till not conflicting and approved that 

daughters are entitled for coparcenary property by birth. 
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Key Points of Judgment 

 Enclosure of women in Coparcenary property, 

 Daughter would be coparcener since birth, same as son, 

 Process of allotment would be same as for son, 

 Daughter is entitled to be a coparcener in Hindu Undivided Family 

 Not necessary that father or owner should be living till September 9, 2020. 

 Entitled to dispose off her shares in coparcenary property at her own will, 

 In case of death of female coparcener before partition then children would be entitled for 

allotment.  

 

Aim of Judgment 

 The court has emphasized on the equality rights of women on coparcenary and becoming 

independent. Daughters cannot be deprived of their rights given under sec 6 of Hindu 

Succession of Act. “A son is a son till he is married. The daughter shall remain 

coparcener throughout life, irrespective of whether her father is alive or not.”  

 Can demand for her share in coparcenary property in case of pending and olddisputeand 

also in case where it is necessary. It is made to prevent injustice to family member and 

would be binding on her whether she avails her share or not. 

 Omitted Section 3 of the aforesaid act as it restricts women from entitlement of property 

wholly occupied by Joint Hindu Family. Until male members of the familychoose to 

divide their shares. 

 

Right is optional, its not essential or mandatory to avail rights. Thus, it is not necessary even for 

women to attain coparcenary rights. Besides such opportunities there are some orthodox women 

who still are not willing to avail this right. And believe that it is not theirright for family bonding. 

But in such case registered deed should be executed by women. It is known as ‘HaqTyaag’.  

 

 

Conclusion 

Coparcenary right is necessary for a daughter to ensure her equality rights, so that she can be 

treated equal as son. This verdict has made clear that it’s a right created by birth and does not 

depends upon gender. And there is no say of that the father of the daughter should be living as on 
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the date of the amendment and the women if want then can also claim for settled dispute made 

prior to 2004.  

“I raise up my voice not so I can shout but so that those without a voice can be heard.we cannot 

succeed when half of us are held back.” 

MalalaYousafzai 
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COMMENTS: 

MAJOR CHANGE REQUIRED: 

The Article is extremely disconnected. Major points seem to be missing like the connection 

between the Constitutional Rights and HSA etc. The journey of women as coparcenors have 

been drafted very haphazardly. Reframe.  


